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Mechanomutable properties of a PAA/PAH polyelectrolyte complex: rate
dependence and ionization effects on tunable adhesion strength
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Advances in nanoscale processing and simulation have led to the capability to directly control the

mechanical properties of a material through change of its structural makeup at the nanoscale. A novel

class of mechanomutable materials in which mechanical properties can be both tunable and reversible

via in situ modifications of a material’s nanostructure through stimuli such as pH, light, or electrical

fields provides a promising strategy to develop stimuli-responsive polymer-composites. Here we

report atomistic-level molecular dynamics (MD) studies, used to investigate the tunable adhesion

properties of a polyelectrolyte complex consisting of poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) and poly(allylamine

hydrochloride) (PAH) to elucidate the complexation and electrostatic cross-linking behavior of the

constituent polymers of polyelectrolyte multilayer (PEM) systems. To accommodate a link between

experimental and simulation results, a rate dependence investigation of the adhesion strength is

undertaken to reconcile the time-scale limitations of atomistic simulations. A comparison with

Atomic Force Microscopy experiments is provided, showing good agreement with simulation results.

To investigate potential mutability of the system, we perform a systematic variation of the percent

ionization of each constituent polymer. The ultimate strength of adhesion for the aligned polymers is

shown to range from approximately 15 nN to 40 nN for an equivalent pH range of pH 2.5 to pH 10.

Theoretical regimes of ionization extend the adhesion strength range from 8 nN to 45 nN, displaying

the potential application of tunable, mechanomutable PAA/PAH systems. The findings reported here

should be useful in steering experimental efforts in the characterization of polyelectrolyte multilayer

composites.
Introduction

Mutable, or tunable, materials are a class of materials that

exhibit a variation in behavior either while undergoing assembly

(e.g. electrospun composites, shape memory allows), or under

external stimuli in situ (e.g. hydrogels, magnetorheological elas-

tomers, and piezoelectrics). The ability to directly manipulate

material properties and parameters at multiple levels significantly

expands the design space available to a material system, facili-

tating new functionalities and applications despite having the

same material components. Mechanomutable materials, in

particular, are material systems with variations in mechanical

properties such as strength, stiffness, and toughness via external

triggers such as stress, temperature, moisture, pH, electric or

magnetic fields. The basis of these mechanical changes can

typically be attributed to either changes in the material structure

(such as mutable nanotube arrays1) or changes in the molecular

interactions of the material components (e.g. reversibly swellable

polymer nanotubes2). To unlock the potential of candidate
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mechanomutable systems, a complete understanding of the

mechanisms responsible for a change in material properties is

required. Here, we focus on the tunable molecular interactions of

two polyelectrolytes subject to changes in pH, to quantify the

regime of adhesion strength and characterize the potential

mutable response.

Polylectrolytes undergo a balance of electrostatics and

hydrogen bonding that facilitate the development of novel

composites.3,4 The vast array of potential constituent polymers

allow for application specific mechanical properties or molecular

structure.4 Weak polyelecrolytes, in particular, can be manipu-

lated to control complexation that results in a variation of

mechanical strength as a function of pH and ionic strength. By

exploiting a propensity for dissociation, it is possible to tune the

adhesion strength of polyelectrolytes. The resulting composites

can utilize this potential mutability for changes in mechanical

properties, controlled swelling, porosity, and diffusion applica-

tions.2,5 For example, in biomaterial applications, polyelectrolyte

multilayer films (PEM) are being implemented in attempts to

control key cellular processes.6 Such advances in material

synthesis, combined with robust theoretical techniques in mate-

rial modeling and simulation at the nanoscale, facilitate a new

paradigm of material design. Multi-scale modeling and simula-

tion approaches can play an important role in the bottom-up

design of purpose-specific materials from the atomistic to the

continuum levels by elucidating both structure-property rela-

tions at all levels of hierarchy and integrating the effects of cross-

scale interactions from nano to macro.7,8
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Fig. 1 Chemical formula, structure, and monomer models for (a) poly-

(acrylic acid) (PAA) and (b) poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH). For

polymer chains, hydrogen atoms are removed to allow bonding between

adjacent backbone carbon atoms. For PAH, hydrochloride molecules are

not included in constructed oligomer.
Advances in multi-scale modeling and simulation methods

facilitate the investigation of the new class of mechanomutable

heteronanomaterials. Such a material is defined as possessing

spatially localized and controlled nanoscale units of varying

components (heteronanostructure) that change the mechanical

properties reversibly in response to external stimuli (mechano-

mutable). It is emphasized that mechanomutable materials

differentiate themselves from simple responsive materials in the

sense that mechanical properties do not react to external

phenomena in an ad hoc manner based on chemical behavior, but

can be controlled via tunable stimuli with designed intent. Here,

the functional groups of the polymers under investigation

undergo a balance of electrostatic and hydrogen bonding with

each other that can result in tunable adhesion strength manip-

ulated by changes in pH. As a result, a designed composite can

take advantage of this trigger to achieve tunable mechanical

properties in situ by adjusting the external environment.2 The

desire for tunable mechanical properties, rather than a simple

responsive multi-phase system requires the known behavior at

the atomistic level, including full chemical details, macromolec-

ular structure, and inter-macromolecular interactions.

The keystone to the bottom-up design of mechanomutable

materials is a synergistic multiscale theoretical foundation from

atomistic scale to mesoscale to macroscale continuum-level

constitutive modeling. Hierarchical ‘‘handshaking’’ at each scale

is crucial to predict structure-mechanical property relationships,

to provide fundamental mechanistic understanding of mecha-

nomutable behavior, and to enable predictive material design

optimization to guide synthetic design efforts. Here, we apply

this approach to a system of weak polyelectrolytes at the atom-

istic level to determine the range of possible adhesion strengths

under various conditions. The rationale of the current investi-

gation is to determine the atomistic-level adhesion and energy

landscape parameters that can be implemented in future large-

scale modeling techniques and investigations, grounded in

fundamental molecular behavior rather than empirical results.

An understanding of the molecular origin of the behavior of

mutable polyelectrolyte properties can provide new insights into

polymer interactions and facilitate new possibilities for their

application.
Previous experimental investigations

The alternating, layer-by-layer (LbL) deposition of oppositely

charged polyelectrolytes has been well-established for the prep-

aration of composite materials such as polymer films9 and

nanotubes.2,10 Polyelectrolyte complexes are formed at surfaces

by a sequential adsorption process involving dilute solutions of

a polycation and polyanion and are known to exhibit a unique

combination of properties due to their ionically cross-linked

nature.4 Here, we focus on two specific polymers: (1) poly(acrylic

acid) (PAA), and; (2) poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH).

There has been much experimental study on the interactions

between these polymers and their respective functional

groups.9,11–15 The exact mechanisms resulting in the formation of

nanoscale films/composites is not yet clear, although a highly

entangled and interpenetrated inner multilayer structure has

been proposed15,16 and commonly accepted.
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The mutability of polyelectrolyte systems during assembly is

well-known. With careful adjustment of solution pH during

polymer deposition, it is possible to precisely tune at the

molecular level the structure and properties of the resultant

multilayer films.15 Furthermore, one property of the resultant

composite material is in its unique ability to reversibly and

predictably swell in solution by alteration of pH values.12,17

Variations of the basic assembly process has led to the devel-

opment of multitude of potential designed behaviors including

nanoreactor schemes,18,19 pH-gated micro- and nanoporosity

transitions,20,21 discontinuous reversible swelling transition,22

selectively responsive surfaces,23 and strategies for controlling the

adhesion of cells.24 Taking advantage of past experimental

results, a molecular model can be constructed, based on its

known chemical structure (see Fig. 1).

Motivation

The primary goal of this paper is to determine the extent of

mutable interactions between poly(acrylic acid) and poly(allyl-

amine hydrochloride) via steered molecular dynamic (SMD)

simulations and quantify the range of adhesion strength and

associated energy barriers. In addition, a subsidiary motivation is

the adaptation of simulation and analysis techniques typically

implemented on protein-based material systems to polymer

systems (such as SMD and the Bell Model, discussed in detail in

Section 3). Finally, the results of the current investigation are

being concurrently utilized in the development and formulation

of coarse-grain models to further examine the PAA/PAH poly-

electrolyte multilayer system at time- and length-scales not

accessible to traditional molecular dynamics. This approach has

aspirations for a combination of a multi-scale theoretical foun-

dation with simultaneous experimental explorations. Such

a finer-trains-coarser, hierarchical framework would facilitate

a new basis of nanoscale material design, with behavior prop-

erties engineered at the molecular and mesoscale level.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010



Paper outline

The outline of this paper is as follows. We begin with an outline

of the specific polymers in the polyelectrolyte system, including

a description of the atomistic model constructed and force field

implemented for the polymers, and the particular choice of

model geometry and system arrangement. We then describe the

atomistic simulation results, with a focus and discussion on both

rate dependence and ionization dependence. We conclude with

a discussion of the results and implications.
Materials and methods

The particular choice of PAA and PAH for simulation is predi-

cated by their propensity for the formation of stable complexes,

widespread use in previous experimental investigations, and the

extensive presence the carboxylic acid (COOH) and amine (NH2)

functional groups in both biological25 and synthetic poly-

electrolyte systems.3 These functional groups undergo a balance

of electrostatics and hydrogen bonding that can result in adhe-

sion and complexation that varies in strength as a function of pH

and ionic strength. The chemical structure implemented for

atomistic modeling of poly(acrylic acid)(PAA) and poly(allyl-

amine hydrochloride)(PAH) is depicted in Fig. 1. Both polymers

have chains approaching micrometers scale in length depending

on intended use (e.g. a representative molecular weight of

approximately 50,000 amu for PAH11 representing approxi-

mately 1,000 monomers, for a length on the order of 0.25 mm).

The layer-by-layer assembly of oppositely charged poly-

electrolytes is facilitated by the formation of water-insoluble

complexes of polycations and polyanions via the ionic attractions

between the carboxylate (COO�) and ammonium (NH3
+)

groups,26,27 thereby improving stability. Such a complexation

interaction is well-established for the layer-by-layer process

alternating oppositely charged polyelectrolytes,26 but little is

known at the atomistic scale for monomer-monomer (i.e. func-

tional group) interactions. A full atomistic model is applied to

describe the polymers, to elucidate both interactions at a funda-

mental level, serve as a cornerstone for the development of

multiscale investigations, and to confirm the behavior observed

in experimental studies.

The polymers were simulated within a solvation box, that is,

surrounded by explicit water molecules, to ensure accurate

representation of solution behavior and relevant hydrophobic

interactions. It has been shown, both experimentally28 and via

simulation,29 that solutions of polyelectrolytes, such as PAA and

PAH, exhibit complex phase behavior depending on the nature of

the solvent and concentration of counterions. The intent of the

current investigation is not to examine the behavior of the elec-

trolytes in solution, but rather the interactions between the

polymers after complexation, thus the system is simplified to focus

on the polymer complex and counterions are neglected. In the

current model we assume that the ionization and complexation

has occurred a priori, independent of counterion or environmental

effects, and we proceed to characterize the adhesion strength in

absence of such factors. While counterions would indeed serve to

potentially screen and affect the bond/dissociation/association

rates, we are attempting to delineate the upper and lower bounds

of adhesion strength. As such, we reduce the polyelectrolyte model
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to a fundamental arrangement to allow quantification of the

adhesion strength as a function of ionization alone.
Atomistic force field

To model the polymers, we utilize the consistent valence force

field (CVFF),30 originally parameterized for peptide and protein

structures, and also applicable to polymers in similar, aqueous

environments.31 The total energy of the polymers are represented

as a sum of valence (bond, angle, dihedral, and improper), and

non-bonded (van der Waals, Coulombic) interactions, or:

E ¼
X
bonds

Eb þ
X
angles

Eq þ
X
dihed:

Ef þ
X

improp:

Eu þ
X
pairs

EvdW

þ
X
pairs

Ecoulombic (1)

The details of each term are found in Table 1. The pair

potential parameters for the van der Waals interactions (Len-

nard-Jones 12 : 6) between different atom types are mixed

according to geometric mean and arithmetic mean for the energy

and distance terms respectively:

3AB ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3A3B
p

(2a)

sAB ¼ 1

2

�
sA þ sB

�
(2b)

Hydrogen bonding is accounted for by the Lennard-Jones

formulation. A CVFF parameterization implements harmonic

potentials for valence (bonded) interactions such as bond, angle,

dihedral, and improper terms. It is assumed the inter-polymer

interactions are significantly weaker then the covalent bonds

between monomers, thus maintaining small deformation of

covalent bonds. Further, a full atomistic representation allows

the direct manipulation of protonation/deprotonation in desired

functional groups. No long-range electrostatic solver (such as

Ewald or particle–particle particle-mesh) is implemented for

Coulombic interactions to eliminate the possible effect of peri-

odic images of highly ionized and charge imbalanced polymer

configurations. Further, it has been shown that the use of long-

range solvers do not necessarily result in more reliable atomistic

and molecular trajectories (see Fadrna et al., 200532). We assume

that the contribution of long-range electrostatic interactions is

negligible for the current dynamically driven system of highly

ionized polymers.
Model geometry: Basis and justification

The constructed polymer complex consists of 20 constituent

monomers for each polymer aligned along a common axis. The

physical layer-by-layer assembly of charged polyelectrolytes

typically results in a disordered arrangement of polymers thou-

sands of monomers long, due to the relatively short persistence

length combined with the relatively long lengths of the constit-

uent polymers (with a total length of hundreds of nanometers),

and the stochastic nature of the layer-by-layer deposition. We

assume a random ‘‘scrambled’’ model33–35 with ‘‘ladder’’-type

aligned segments, of which a schematic is depicted in Fig. 2(a).

By limiting the polymer alignment to approximately
Soft Matter, 2010, 6, 4175–4188 | 4177



Table 1 Summary of valence force field terms, equations, and model parameters

Term Type Figure Equation Parameters

Bond Two-body
Eb ¼

1

2
kbðr� r0Þ2

kb, r0

Angle Three-body
Eq ¼

1

2
kqðq� q0Þ2

kq, q0

Dihedral Four-body Ef ¼ kf[1 � dcos(nf)] kf, d, n

Improper Four-body Eu ¼ ku[1 � dcos(nu)] ku, d, n

van der Waals Pair

EvdW ¼ 43

��
s

rij

�12

�
�

s

rij

�6� 3, s

Coulombic Pair
Ecoulombic ¼

Cqiqj

3rij

3, qi, qj
20 functional groups, a definitive macromolecular structure (i.e.

scrambled versus aligned loops, versus distinct layering of poly-

electrolytes) is unnecessary.

We choose to model relatively short segments (approximately

5 nm) of aligned polymers (Fig. 2(b)). The purpose of such an

alignment is fourfold:

1. To focus the simulations on the adhesion between the two

polymers by eliminating entropic effects (such as unfolding), as
4178 | Soft Matter, 2010, 6, 4175–4188
well as the possibility of intra-polymer interactions or self-

adhesion (such as the formation of carboxylic acid dimers36);

2. To allow direct manipulation of the ionization (i.e.

protonation/deprotonation) of each polymer to indirectly

investigate the effect of pH levels as a triggering mechanism of

adhesion strength;

3. To ensure functional group interaction and allow quanti-

tative comparison between different simulations of varying
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010



Fig. 2 (a) Schematic if polyelectrolyte composite of randomly oriented

PAA and PAH polymers. Typical constituent polymers consist of thou-

sands of linked monomers, with a total length on the order of microm-

eters. (b) Focus on short aligned sections for inter-polymer adhesion and

interactions. Implemented in full atomistic modeling of oligomers

approximately 5 nm in length. We assume a random ‘‘scrambled’’ model

with ‘‘ladder’’-type aligned segments,33–35 of which a schematic is depicted

in Figure 2(a). By limiting the polymer alignment to approximately

20 functional groups, a definitive macromolecular structure (i.e. scram-

bled versus aligned loops versus distinct layering of polyelectrolytes) is

unnecessary.
loading rates and ionization (i.e. a common, stable initial

configuration). Possible configurations of a system allowing the

free motion and potential misalignment of the polymers would

relinquish any systematic analysis of the adhesion strength.

4. To concentrate on the interaction between individual

polymer pairs, eliminating potential steric effects of long polymer

chains or chain crossings of a larger multi-polymer system.

Overall, our goal is to construct a simplified base system to

investigate the inter-polymer adhesion strength, dismissing

potential variations due to the complexity of a larger system.

Notwithstanding, it behooves us to note that the aforementioned

eliminated effects and interactions are nontrivial and play

a critical role in the properties and behavior of such poly-

electrolyte systems. While the current investigation is focused on

the variation of a single effect (adhesion strength), it is not

intended to represent a comprehensive model of the PEM

system.
Fig. 3 Schematics of steered molecular dynamics simulations: (a)

General constant velocity SMD approach where macromolecule is

loaded by harmonic spring with defined stiffness, kspring, and a fixed

velocity, vconstant, towards a target coordinate (x,y,z); (b) Arrangement

for current investigation where a terminal carbon backbone atom of PAA

is fixed while the opposite terminal carbon backbone atom of PAH is

attached to the harmonic spring with stiffness, kspring, and velocity,

vconstant. The depicted charges are qualitative to illustrate the electrostatic

interactions and not meant to represent charged functional groups.
Molecular simulation approach

Steered molecular dynamics (SMD) simulations,37 in which

external forces are used to explore the response and function of

macromolecules, have become a powerful tool complementing

and guiding in vitro single-molecule experiments. Such simula-

tions have increasingly been implemented to investigate complex

biological phenomenon such as the unfolding behavior of protein

materials,38,39 ligand-receptor kinetics,40 and the unbinding

trajectories of other biological matter.41

Protein materials differ significantly from the synthetic, linear

polyelectrolytes examined here, in that they exhibit uniquely

folded, hierarchical secondary, tertiary, and quaternary struc-

tures, and even more complex conformations (as found in highly

hierarchical biological materials such as nacre, bone or silks),
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
and may undergo very specific interactions with other functional

systems (i.e. ‘‘lock-and-key’’ interactions). Nevertheless, the

charged nature of the synthetic polyions, their dual hydrophobic

and hydrophilic nature, and their macromolecular size are

analogous to properties of proteins. The complexity of the

present polyelectrolyte system, combined with a relatively robust

atomistic representation and force field is conducive for the use

of SMD to investigate the binding behavior between PAA and

PAH.

The SMD approach applies a moving spring force (see

Fig. 3(a)), such that the molecule can behave in a manner not

captured by either force or displacement loading alone, allowing

induced conformational changes in a system along a prescribed

reaction vector. A driving force is applied to a selected atom (or

atom group) of magnitude:

FSMD ¼ Kspring(R � R0) (3)

where Kspring is the spring constant, and R0 is the distance from

the end of spring from the tether point. A constant velocity is

prescribed which monotonously increments or decrements the

distance R towards the tether point, or target coordinate, as

depicted in Fig. 3(a). The application of SMD simulations

corroborates with atomic force microscopy (AFM) experiments

at the atomic scale. Such AFM investigations have conjointly

been used to probe the mechanical and kinetic properties of both

PAA and PAH systems.11,42 We maintain a constant spring

constant throughout the investigation and vary the loading rate

through assignment of pulling velocities only. It is noted that in

physical systems the spring constant can influence the total

energy landscape of the system.40,43 However, this effect is not

investigated further here.

We conduct SMD simulations of single PAA and PAH olig-

omers, consisting of twenty monomers each (Fig. 4(a)). A single

backbone carbon atom at the end of the PAA oligomer is fixed to

provide a reference point, while a single backbone carbon at the
Soft Matter, 2010, 6, 4175–4188 | 4179



Fig. 4 (a) Full atomistic model of PAA/PAH complex, consisting of 20

unit monomers each after system minimization. (b) Complete simulation

system, with 30 �A � 30 �A � 160 �A periodic water solvation box con-

sisting of approximately 4,500 water molecules.

Fig. 5 (a) Examples of force-displacement curves for end displacement

of PAH polymer, depicting SMD pulling speeds of 10 m/s and 2 m/s for

loading rates of approximately 14 N/s and 2.8 N/s, respectively. The

force-displacement behavior consists of two regimes: (1) a linear increase

in force until polymer detachment is initiated; (2) a plateau of approxi-

mately constant force, during which the PAH oligomer is pulled along the

PAA oligomer. During the elastic regime, alignment of the functional

groups occurs, as well as extension of the polymer conformation (also

seen in Fig. 6). Slight increases in force along the plateau region can be

attributed to variable positioning of charged monomers (functional

groups COO� and NH3
+) along the polymers, resulting in short periods

of rebonding and subsequent bond ruptures. (b) Example displacement-

time curve for end of PAH polymer for SMD pulling speed of 10 m/s

(14 N/s loading rate). The plot depicts a sudden increase in displacement

at onset of maximum force (approximately 1.15 ns simulation time).
opposite end of the PAH oligomer is used to apply the SMD

force. A tether point is fixed a distance of 100 �A from the PAH

end, providing the direction of spring velocity (See Fig. 3(b)).

The polymers are solvated in a water box with dimensions

30 �A � 30 �A � 160 �A with approximately 4,500 water molecules

using a TIP3P explicit water model44 as implemented in

CHARMM,45 specifying a three-site rigid molecule. The rela-

tively large length of the water box is constructed to ensure that

the polymers remained solvated while being pulled from each

other (Fig. 4(b)). The simulations are implemented using the

massively parallelized modeling code LAMMPS46 (http://

lammps.sandia.gov/), capable of running on large computing

clusters. Conjugate gradient minimization of the system is

utilized to attain a stable initial conformation. After minimiza-

tion, unconstrained molecular dynamics simulation over 100 ns

at 300 K using and a NVT ensemble is performed to equilibrate

the system prior to initiation of SMD. A spring constant of

1.39 N/m is used with a timestep of 0.5 fs per iteration step (in the

LAMMPS molecular dynamics code, the units of force used

for the simulation are kcal/mol/�A; the spring constant used is

Kspring¼ 2 kcal/mol/�A2, and thus the value of 1.39 N/m is a result

of unit conversion). Variation of constant pulling velocities

dictated the total length of the simulation, ranging from 10 ps to

200 ns. We obtain force-versus-displacement data by monitoring

the time-averaged applied force (F) and the position of the atom

that is pulled at (x) over the simulation time.

Visualization is carried out using the Visual Molecular

Dynamics (VMD) visualization package.47
4180 | Soft Matter, 2010, 6, 4175–4188
Results and discussion

Rate dependence of adhesion strength

We begin the analysis with a systematic investigation of the rate

dependence on the adhesion force between polyelectrolytes. This

study is motivated by the disparity between the timescales

accessible to experimental and simulation results. As such, we

carry out a series of classical molecular dynamics simulations at

varying loading rates, encompassing five orders of magnitude

from approximately 0.14 N/s to 1400 N/s. To compare with

experimental results, we choose a constant ionization of 95% for

PAH and an ionization of 5% for PAA throughout the variable

rate simulations, representing a pH environment of approxi-

mately 2.5 for the polymers in solution (see section 3.2.1 for

further discussion on pH and ionization in multiplayer systems).
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010



Fig. 6 Representative simulation snapshots at for SMD pulling speed of

10 m/s at (a) 0 picosecond, (b) 1000 picoseconds, (c) 1200 picoseconds,

and (d) 1800 picoseconds. For clarity, water molecules are removed and

the hydrogen bonds are not shown. The plot confirms a relatively small

displacement as the force increases linearly between snapshots (a) and (b).

The maximum force occurs between snapshots (b) and (c) when PAH

detaches from PAA oligomer, as indicated by Fig. 5(b).

Fig. 7 Evolution of the energy landscape of a bond subjected to a force

according to Bell’s model.48 The graph depicts the energy as a function of

deformation along a deformation variable, along a particular pathway

that leads to bond rupture. The rupture of the bond occurs via thermally

assisted crossing of an activation barrier Eb, which is reduced by f $ xb as

the applied force f increases. Here, we apply this fundamental view of

single bond behavior to the interactions of adjacent PAA/PAH polymers.
For the PAA/PAH polyelectrolyte complex, two characteristic

force-displacement curves are shown in Fig. 5(a) for two pulling

speeds (10 m/s and 2 m/s). The simulations reveal two distinctive

regimes. The first regime consists of a linear increase in

displacement until the force reached a critical level to initiate

polymer detachment. During this elastic regime, it is observed

that alignment of the functional groups occurs, as well as direct

straining of the polymer backbone along the direction of pulling,

resulting in extension of the polymer conformation from its

initial state. Such a geometrical conformational evolution could

possibly be acting as a trigger to induce rupture, as the load

transfer transitions from polymer extension directly to the

hydrogen and electrostatic bonding. The variation in aligned

charged monomers (i.e. functional groups COO� and NH3
+)

allow for slight deviations in the critical force and displacement.

The second regime consists of a plateau of approximately

constant force, during which the PAH oligomer is pulled along

and detached from the PAA oligomer. Increases in force along

the plateau region can be attributed to variable positioning of

charged monomers along the polymers, as the functional groups

effectively rebond and rupture as they are pulled along the

adjacent polyelectrolyte. A maximum force is reached via the

applied spring force resulting in a sudden increase in displace-

ment (Fig. 5(b)), as the resistance provided by electrostatic

bonding and van der Waals interactions is surpassed. Snapshots

of the simulation process are shown in Fig. 6. The maximum

applied force is determined for each simulation, representing the

maximum adhesion force between the two polymers.
Theoretical strength model

To quantify the relationship between energy barriers and applied

force, Bell’s model is a simple and commonly applied approach

to extract kinetic and energetic binding constants. Bell’s model is

based on a energy landscape where rupture is induced by an

external time-dependent force, surmounting the free-energy
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
barrier (Fig. 7). This method is often applied to the analysis of

protein materials.38,39 However, Bell’s model was developed as

a more general theory, and is a simple phenomenological model

that describes the frequency of failure of reversible bonds.48 The

concept of reversibility means that an individual bond can break

under no force if one waits a sufficiently long time, and that it can

reform spontaneously. Such bonds may be associated with

electrostatic, van der Waals (vdW), or hydrogen-bond interac-

tions. The frequency of failure, also called dissociation rate or off

rate, k, is defined as the inverse of the bond lifetime and is used as

a concept to describe the dynamical behavior of such bonds. We

apply the concept here to polymers primarily bonded by elec-

trostatic interactions. Bell’s model explains the force dependence

of the off rate and has shown a significant role of mechanical

force in biological chemistry, such as the description of the forced

unbinding of biological adhesive contacts such as adhesion of

cells to cells.48 Bell predicted for the first time that the off rate of

a reversible bond, which is the inverse of the bond lifetime,

increases when subjected to an external force f. Indeed, the

rupture of bonds occurs via thermally assisted crossing of an

activation barrier Eb which is reduced by f$xb as the applied force

f increases, xb being the distance between the bound state and the

transition state (see Fig. 7). Thus, the Bell off rate expression48 is

given by:

k ¼ u0 exp

�
� Eb � f ,xb

kbT

�
(4)

where u0 is the natural vibration frequency of the bond and kbT

the thermal energy (kb being the Boltzmann constant, and T the

temperature).

Although successful, the Bell model approach has some limi-

tations that have led to several refinements. One such limitation

is that the Bell’s theory deals only with constant external force

and does not explain the loading rate dependence of strength.

Evans and Ritchie49 extended the model by introducing the rate

dependence of strength, demonstrating that the strength of

bonds depends crucially on the loading rate. This dependence is

critical, as experimental and simulation loading-rates typically

differ by one or more orders of magnitude. They theoretically
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showed that, above a critical loading rate, the force of rupture

increases logarithmically with the loading rate, reconciling

differences between experimental and simulation results. For

a monotonically increasing applied force, an adaptation of this

model relates the unbinding force to experimental, kinetic, and

energetic parameters. Provided that xb and Eb remain constant,

a logarithmic dependence of strength on the loading rate is as

follows:

fr ¼
kbT

xb

ln

�
rf

r0

�
(5)

where fr is the required rupture force, rf is the loading rate and r0

is the dissociation load-rate (in N/s) in the absence of force,

defined as:

r0 ¼ u0,xb,Kspring,exp

�
� Eb

kbT

�
(6)

(as described by the Bell model, eqn (4) for f ¼ 0; for further

description, see ref. 38). For SMD, a loading spring is usually

moved at constant speed relative to a fixed point. The pulling

speed, v, is linked to the loading rate, rf, through the prescribed

stiffness K of the spring, rf ¼ Kspring$v. Thus, this description of

rate dependence is very significant for experimental and simu-

lation studies because it enables one to get the bond constants

r0 and xb from a regression on the force-log(rf) curve. More-

over it rationalizes the variation among rupture force values

obtained from different experimental and simulation tech-

niques that implement different loading rates. Further, by

accounting for the possible change in energy landscape as

a function of force, the bond off rate can subsequently be

formulated as:49

k ¼ k0 $ g(f) $ exp[DEb(f)] (7)

representing and extension to the Bell Model (eqn (4)) where k0 is

a prefactor that contains the Arrhenius dependence on the

barrier energy scaled by a characteristic time constant, g( f ) is

a function which depends on deformation of energy landscape by

external force, and DEb( f ) is the reduction in energy barrier

height. This off rate relation is more general compared with Bell’s

relation. Indeed, it does not use the simple linear approximation

DEb(f) f Eb � f$xb for the reduction in energy barrier height.

Thus it may be physically more relevant since it allows the

positions of transition state and bound state to change under

external applied force. We propose the addition of a power-law

decrement to the energy barrier height to account for the force-

driven amplification of the kinetics, such that:

DEbð f Þ ¼
�
� Eb � f ,xb

kbT

�
�
�

xb

kbT

�
r b

f (8)

Here, the decrease in energy barrier is encompassed by the

exponential term, rf
b, where b is a statistically determined

parameter. The addition of the power-law formulation has been

a useful heuristic in previous studies to quantify rate dependence

(see ref. 50). The intent is to maintain the logarithmic dependence

as described by the Bell Model, while accounting for a decrease in

energy barrier. A potential cause for the decrease of the energy

barrier is the contribution of bond rebinding at slower loading
4182 | Soft Matter, 2010, 6, 4175–4188
regimes. Assuming g(f) ¼ 1, we can derive a relation between

rupture force and loading rate, or:

fr ¼
kbT

xb

ln

�
rf

r0

�
þ rb

f ¼ a,ln
�
rf

�
þ bþ rb

f (9)

Thus, the parameters for the energy landscape, xb, r0, and Eb, can

be extracted by a regression of the force-log(rf) curve where a ¼
kbT/xb, and b ¼ �a$ln(r0), where b incorporates the rate-

dependent effect on energy barrier. The model enables one to

characterize the bonds, their ruptures and their energy landscape

profiles from the fitting with experimental40 or simulation results.

As the above formulation is derived from the initial assumptions

of the Bell Model (eqn (4)), in subsequent sections, we refer to the

relation presented in eqn (9) as the ‘‘extended’’ Bell model.

The Bell model and various extensions have been remarkably

successful in fitting much of the data on forced unfolding of

biological molecules, and we find it befitting to the application in

the current polyelectrolyte system. It is noted that several other

attempts have been made to extend and refine the simple ‘‘clas-

sical’’ Bell’s model. For instance, it has been shown that

rebinding can have a great impact on strength,51–53 as well as the

energy landscape effect on the unfolding pathway of convoluted

protein structures.38,49 In non-equilibrium pulling regimes, other

models attempt also to explain non-logarithmic and probabilistic

loading-rate dependence.54,55 Moreover, other extensions try to

implement the influence of the transducer stiffness in order to

explain the disparities in measured unbinding force among

different methods.40 As a last example of extension, we can

mention the existence of models which take into account the

energy landscape roughness of bonds.56,57

Here, we limit our discussion to the provided formulation (eqn

(5) through (9)). A more sophisticated analysis introducing

further system parameters is not required to both justify the rate-

dependent behavior of the current polymer system, as the intent

is not to explicate the exact mechanism of adhesion and rupture,

but rather to only investigate the rate-dependent variation of

strength. Furthermore, although refinements of the model have

been extensively implemented in the investigation of protein

systems, the transferability to a polymer system is undetermined,

with the current study providing initial corroborative results. The

form of the ‘‘extended’’ Bell Model presented in eqn (9) is deemed

appropriate to be applied to the polymer system at hand.
Analysis of simulation data based on the theoretical strength

model

The adhesion strength is plotted as a function of the pulling speed

in Fig. 8, and an inspection of the simulation results indicate

a dependence on adhesion strength and loading-rate (via pulling

speed) for the polymer system, ranging from approximately 10 nN

to 30 nN. For a direct application of the ‘‘classical’’ Bell Model (i.e.

eqn (5)), we require a linear relation between adhesion force and

the logarithm of loading-rate. However, linear-regression of the

results indicates a deviation from this relation as pulling-speeds

are decreased. As shown in Fig. 8, the deviation from the linear

relation occurs increasingly with an increase in loading rate.

We attribute this deviation from the Bell Model to the effect of

rebinding of charged monomers at slower loading rates. It has

been shown that rebinding can have a great impact on
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010



Fig. 8 Maximum adhesion force dependence on loading rate, repre-

senting loading rates over five orders of magnitude from 0.07 N/s to 1400

N/s. Regression fit depicted for the linear force-log(rf) relation repre-

senting the ‘‘classical’’ Bell Model (linear log component), illustrating

deviation as loading rate increases. Mixed linear-log power-law fit

implemented to account for variation in energy barrier where DEb(f) f Eb

� f$xb � rf
b. Parameters result in a dissociation load-rate (r0) of

approximately 1.64 � 10�5 N-s�1, with an energy transition distance

parameter, xb, of approximately 0.04 �A. The calculated zero-force

dissociation load-rate results in an energy barrier, Eb, of approximately

8.96 kcal/mol. A regression coefficient of determination (R2-value) of

0.993 is calculated for the ‘‘extended’’ Bell Model fitting indicative of

a statistically significant correlation.

Fig. 9 Potential energy evolution of polycation function groups of PAH

oligomer. Initial decrease attributed to system finding energy minima.

Increase equivalent to energy barrier of adhered functional groups

(approximately 140 kcal/mol). Once surpassed, the oligomers separate,

and potential energy further drops as the detached polymer is free to find

a more energetically favorable conformation.
strength.51–53 The argument can be summarized as a balance

between rupture (or dissociation) and rebinding events: at slower

loading rates, the magnitude of rebinding rate approaches the

rate of bond rupture, thereby requiring more energy to

surmount.52 For the current system, when the PAH polymer is

pulled at a slower velocity, there is a higher probability of

encountering another interaction site on the adjacent PAA

polymer in which the energy barrier must be surpassed, devel-

oping a ‘‘catch’’ mechanism during the detachment process. At

slower velocities, the effect of the ‘‘catch’’ mechanism increases,

effectively creating more energetically favorable bonded config-

urations of the polymer system, resulting in cumulative increases

maximum adhesion force and deviations from the extended Bell

Model. At higher velocities, the effect of rebinding is negated, as

the rebinding rate is irrelevant in comparison to the bond

dissociation rate.

By fitting the results to the extended Bell Model (eqn (9)), we

obtain a zero-force dissociation load-rate, r0, of approximately

1.64 � 10�5 N-s�1, with an energy transition distance parameter,

xb, of approximately 0.04 �A. From eqn (6), the calculated zero-

force (f ¼ 0) dissociation load-rate results in an energy barrier,

Eb, of approximately 8.96 kcal/mol. A regression coefficient of

determination (R2-value) of 0.993 is calculated for the

‘‘extended’’ Bell Model fitting indicative of a statistically signifi-

cant correlation. We note the value of the energy barrier, Eb, is in

the same order of magnitude for the breaking of groups of

hydrogen bonds in alpha-helical and beta-sheet protein domains

(approximately 11.1 kcal/mol38). This correspondence abets the

application of the Bell Model for the current energy regime and

adhesion strength of the polyelectrolyte system.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
The inter-polymer interactions are presumed to arise from

both electrostatic and hydrogen bonding (accounted for via pair

interactions). We note that the bond breaking energy of

a hydrogen bond in a peptide in water ranges typically from 3 to

6 kcal/mol.58 We determine an energy barrier of approximately

9 kcal/mol, which supports the combination of dominant

hydrogen bonding and partial electrostatic interactions (due to

the limited ionization of PAA) between the functional groups of

the weak polyelectrolytes.

Additionally, we can obtain the potential energy evolution of

the amine/amino functional groups (i.e. both NH2 and NH3
+),

assumed to account for the strongest bonding, directly from the

simulation results (Fig. 9). The initial potential energy decreases

as the system finds an equilibrium configuration, followed by an

explicit increase in energy as the spring force is applied to the

PAH polymer. A maximum is reached, and the potential energy

drops for the remainder of the simulation. Approximating the

energy barrier results in a difference in potential energy of

approximately 140 kcal/mol for the twenty monomers, or a per

group energy barrier of approximately 7.0 kcal/mol. As the

plotted potential energy only considers the functional groups

(NH2/NH3
+ from the PAH oligomer), the calculated energy

barrier is slightly lower then the Bell analysis, which accounts for

interactions of the entirety of the polymers (such as interactions

between the carbon backbones).
Comparison with experimental results

The results of the SMD simulations are correlated with previous

chemical force microscopy (CFM) experimental results.11 In this

previous study, PAH molecules adhered to a colloid are imple-

mented to probe the adhesion between the polyamine and

a carboxylic acid (COOH/COO�) self-assembled monolayer

(SAM) at various pH levels. Although the molecular architecture

of the system is quite different, the interaction between the

COOH SAM and the amine groups of the PAH (NH2/NH3
+) are

identical in chemical composition to the functional groups of the

modeled PAA/PAH system. The intent of the arrangement is to

examine directly the intermolecular interactions between the
Soft Matter, 2010, 6, 4175–4188 | 4183



Table 2 Maximum adhesion force simulation results for variation in
ionization. Chosen ionization combinations in which multiple runs are
simulated are indicated by the inclusion of the statistical variance. The
forces indicated are the mean results (plus/minus standard deviation) of
six simulations with random ionized monomers

Maximum adhesion force (nN)

% Ionization
of PAA

% Ionization of PAH

0% 20% 50% 100%

0% 8.3 10.4 11.9 15.0
20% 8.9 14.12 � 1.26 17.48 � 1.25 20.4
50% 10.9 16.14 � 2.24 22.11 � 3.72 29.1
80% 14.3 22.9 28.2 38.4
100% 14.7 28.2 32.4 41.2
polyamine PAH and a COOH-functionalized surface. Indeed,

the use of a polyamine grafted colloidal sphere and a COOH-

functionalized surface served to limit the free lengths of poly-

mers, providing a closer correspondence to our relatively short

oligomer molecular model.

The experimental results find at a low pH value of 2.5, strong

adhesive interactions take place between the PAH and the

COOH surface, reflecting ionic as well as hydrogen-bonding

interactions. The PAH is highly protonated at pH of 2.5, but the

acid surface is also in its protonated form (i.e. a relatively small

fraction of COO� groups present). Such conditions are similar to

our molecular model. The ionized amino groups (NH3
+) of PAH

act as strong hydrogen bond donors to the carboxylic acid

groups, providing opportunity for increased adhesion. The result

is an adhesion strength of 10.8 � 0.88 nN (average of over 100

data points).11 The force value predicted by our simulations and

the theoretical strength model at low loading rates (below 1.0 N/

s), is in proximity to the adhesion strength determined by

experimental CFM (10.8 � 0.88 nN) at a pH of 2.5.11 The model

indicates a decrease in adhesion strength at lower rates, however,

discrepancy in experimental values can possibly be attributed to

the adhesion of a PAH chain to multiple carboxylic acid

segments, as opposed to a one-to-one alignment of the current

atomistic simulations.

In addition, the electrostatic and hydrogen bonding between

the present functional groups COOH–NH2 and their respective

charged (COO�, NH3
+) states have been experimentally studied

in a range of solvents.59 The adhesion strength is expected to vary

depending on the details of the experimental conditions (e.g.

sample preparation and cleanliness, surface and CFM tip

roughness, etc.). However, the magnitude adhesion force ranged

from 4.5 nN to 14 nN,59 supporting the magnitude range of the

findings reported here.

It is noted that a one-to-one correlation between these exper-

imental values and the current simulation results is not intended.

Indeed, it would be gratuitous to presume a single adhesion

strength based on the stringent conditions of the simulation

arrangement (see Section 2.2). It behooves us to note that there is

inherent randomness in the rupture forces and times, predicated

by system arrangement and conditions. The empirical values11

contain substantial variability due to both experimental artifacts,

system conformational heterogeneities, and entropic effects,

eliminated by our simulation constraints. However, representing

the experimental conditions exactly would be superfluous, as our

aim is to determine the adhesion force for the current simulation

conditions, to elucidate rate and ionization dependence specifi-

cally disassociated from such system variability. The correlation

with experimental values is introduced as a means to: (1) justify

the magnitude of the resulting adhesion strength, and; (2)

provide a means to compare extrapolated simulation results (at

limited time-scale regimes) with physical results.

We conclude the proposed method of systematically varying

the loading-rate of a polymer system is applicable in determining

the energy landscape and adhesion strength of a polyelectrolyte

system. At high pulling speeds, the ‘‘extended’’ Bell Model

provides an appropriate model to represent the dissociation rate

of the weak polyelectrolyte interactions. For a modeled pH value

of 2.5, we find an energy barrier, Eb, of approximately 8.9 kcal/

mol, befitting the appropriate energy range of Bell Model
4184 | Soft Matter, 2010, 6, 4175–4188
analysis, as well as corresponding to known magnitudes of

hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interactions. By extrapola-

tion of the simulation results, we find adhesion strengths in good

agreement with previous investigations of the polyelectrolyte

functional groups. For further investigation on the adhesion

strength of the system, we proceed to systematically vary the

ionization of each polymer.

Ionization dependence of adhesion strength

While several solution processing variables play important roles

in molecular organization for strong (pH-independent) poly-

electrolyte systems,60,61 pH becomes a key factor in the case of

weak polyelectrolytes (such as PAA and PAH). In the LbL

assembly of PEM materials, control of the layer thickness and

molecular organization of an adsorbed polymer chain is achieved

by adjustments of the pH of the solutions.15,62 A change in pH

controls the linear charge density of an adsorbing polymer as

well as the charge density of the previously adsorbed polymer

layer. To account for the effect of changes in pH in our current

atomistic model, the number of protonated/deprotonated

monomers is explicitly defined in the simulation model.

For each simulation, the charges are assigned to the functional

groups randomly (implementing a continuous uniform distri-

bution). For a chosen ionization density, rion ¼ [0, 1], a random

variable is generated, u ˛ [0, 1], and the particle is charged if u <

rion. The resulting charge distribution is both random and

asymmetric, resulting in a charge sequence effect, approximating

the physical protonating/deprotonating effects of changes in pH.

For large polyelectrolyte systems, the effect of random ionization

would vanish at the global system level. However, such fluctua-

tions at the atomistic level can complicate the determination of

rupture forces for varying heterogeneous conformations and

initial states under fast non-equilibrium trajectories.63,64 As such,

multiple simulations were run for chosen ionization groupings,

with the relevant average behavior presented in the results (see

Table 2, and Fig. 10) to probe the relative consistency of adhe-

sion strength for random initial ionization configurations.

Relationship between ionization and pH

Before discussing simulation results, it is important to address

the relatively uncertain charged state of the polyelectrolytes in

solution as a function of pH. An inherent complication with such
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010



Fig. 10 Maximum adhesion force dependence on ionization (Table 2)

from SMD simulations with a (loading rate of approximately 14 N/s.

Subplot (a): Data points from simulations where fitted linear trend lines

show increase in adhesion force with increase in net ionization. Minimum

adhesion strength occurs at zero percent ionization (8.3 nN) while

maximum adhesion strength occurs at complete (100%PAH, 100%PAA)

ionization (41.2 nN). Mean values and error bars depicted for four

groupings: 20% PAH with 20% PAA, 20% PAH with 50% PAA, 50%

PAH with 20% PAA, and 50% PAH with 50% PAA representing stan-

dard deviation (Refer Table 2). Highest variance associated with highest

potential for electrostatic interactions (50%PAH, 50%PAA). Subplot (b):

Shaded area represents region of attainable ionization levels as a function

of pH. Data points removed from linear trend lines for clarity. Maximum

adhesion strength on the order of �40 nN occurring at ionization levels

of 95–100% and 90–95% for PAH and PAA respectively, corresponding

to a pH of approximately 7.0.
weak polyelectrolyte systems is in their propensity to adjust their

local charge density (or ionization) to accommodate different

molecular environments (such as in a multilayer system). In

general, the pH level and level of ionization (or protonation/

deprotonation) can be accounted for via pKa values (see Fig. 11),

where in the simplest form:

pKa ¼ pH þ log

�
protonated

unprotonated

�
(10)

It is noted that since the pKa of a weak polyelectrolyte can be

a complex function of degree of ionization,65 we use the term

‘‘pKa’’ to indicate the pH at which 50% of the polymer’s func-

tional groups are ionized. However, from multiple experimental

observations of various PEM systems, it is noted that:13,66–69

1. At a given pH, the charge density of an adsorbing weak

polyelectrolyte can increase substantially from its single-
Fig. 11 Degree of ionization versus pH for constant pKa values.

Assumed a pKa of 6.5 for PAA and a pKa of 8.5 for PAH. Maximum net

ionization in a pH range of approximately 7 to 8, where maximum

electrostatic interactions is presumed to occur.
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polymer-type solution value when it is incorporated into

a multilayer system.

2. The effective pKa of a weak polyelectrolyte in a multilayer film

shifts dramatically from its single-polymer-type solution value.

As a consequence, the pKa of a weak polyelectrolyte can be

a complex function of the degree of ionization. Changes in the

local electric field of a weak functional group induced by the

surrounding media can inhibit or enhance the ability of both acid

and base groups to achieve an ionized state.70 For example, it is

has been proposed that the pKa of polyamines is generally

a decreasing function of degree of ionization.71 Although there

are reports of the pKa values of 9.0 for PAH, degrees of ioniza-

tion for PAH have been reported as low as 70% at pH levels of

7.0–7.5.72 The variation of pKa with degree of ionization in

polyelectrolytes can be attributed to the difficulty of adding

charge incrementally to an already ionized polymer backbone

due to effects of charge repulsion.71 Conversely, in a multilayer

system, the effect can be the opposite. Indeed, the degree of

ionization of the carboxylic acid groups of PAA can be more

favorable in an oppositely charged environment, and thus exceed

its expected solution value,66,69,73,74 resulting in a shift of the

apparent pKa value of PAA to a lower pH. Further, the effect is

most dramatic in multilayer systems consisting of two weak

polyelectrolytes.13 It is specifically for these reasons that we

probe the adhesion force between polymers as a function of

ionization rather than pH.

Using the pKa values and degree of ionization from literature,

a qualitative correlation of pH and ionization can be established.

For example, the degree of ionization of poly(acrylic acid) (PAA)

(using a pKa of approximately 6.513) is approximately 70% at pH

7.0 (note a range of 55%–70% given in ref. 75). This represents

fourteen ionized monomers for the modeled PAA oligomer.

Similarly, at pH 7.0, the degree of ionization of poly(allylamine

hydrochloride) (PAH) (pKa of 8.513) is approximately 95%

(compared to 85% reported in ref. 75), representing nineteen

ionized monomers of the PAH chain. It is noted that we consider

here only pKa values for the respective polyelectrolytes in solution

with no added salt, corresponding to the explicit solvent condi-

tions for simulation. Another study,15 using LbL deposition of

both PAA and PAH over a pH range of 2.5 to 9.0 found the degree

of ionization of an adsorbed PAA chain to be about 20%–30% at

a pH of 2.5 and reaches close to 100% at a pH of 6.5, supporting

a complex relation between ionization and pH than a constant

pKa. In the same study, the PAH chains remain fully ionized over

the same range, but become deprotonated above a pH of about

10.0. Consequently, although a one-to-one correspondence

between ionization and pH is not possible, one can infer relatively

accurate pH for a range of ionization levels. For the atomistic

model, desired ionization percentages were chosen, and a random

selection of the ionized monomers is implemented to represent the

approximate the desired pH level. This method of explicit ioni-

zation also allows the exploration of charged polymer combina-

tions not possible in experimental systems (i.e. combinations of

ionizations without a physical pH correspondence).
Simulation results

To investigate the potential for tunable adhesion, a series of

SMD simulations is undertaken at various combinations of PAA
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and PAH ionization levels. For efficient simulations, a relatively

fast pulling speed of 10 m/s is implemented, limiting the simu-

lation time to approximately 0.25 ns. Simulation conditions and

boundary conditions are identical to those imposed by the rate

dependence investigation. Force-displacement data is used to

determine the maximum adhesion force between the two oligo-

mers. Table 2 depicts the results.

For each level of ionization of PAH, the adhesion force

increases approximately linearly with an increase in ionization of

PAA (Fig. 10). This is anticipated as an increase in protonated/

deprotonated functional groups linearly increases the electro-

static interactions between the charged polyanions. Variations in

the linearity can be attributed to the randomization of selected

ionized sites (i.e. dense or sparse charged functional groups can

effect ultimate force). This is also supported by the closer linear

approximation of both 0% and 100% ionized PAH where the

ionization energy landscape is relatively smoother.

To account for the effect of random ionization distribution,

four groupings of ionization levels were subject to multiple

simulation runs with varying initial ionization distributions. The

ionization combinations include 20% PAH with 20% and 50%

PAA as well as 50% PAH with 20% and 50% PAA. These groups

were selected based on the potential for variation, allowing

a larger range of randomly protonated and deprotonated func-

tional groups (as opposed to the uniform states of 0% or 100%

ionization). Each grouping underwent six SMD simulations, and

the results presented in Table 2 represent the mean rupture forces

(plus/minus the standard deviations). The mean values further

convey a linear increase in adhesion strength with an increase in

ionization. It is noted that the largest variance occurs within the

50%-PAH 50%-PAA grouping, with a deviation of approxi-

mately 15% of the mean value. This is expected, as this grouping

has the potential for the largest number of simultaneous elec-

trostatic bonds, depending on the distribution of the ionized

functional groups (here, 50% ionization corresponds to ten

ionized monomers). The other groups subject to multiple simu-

lations were limited to a maximum of 20% ionization (four

functional groups for either PAH or PAA), thus restricting the

potential alignment and electrostatic interactions of functional

groups, resulting in a decrease in variance of the resulting rupture

forces.

We note that at zero percent ionization, there is minimum

adhesion strength of 8.3 nN, reflecting a propensity for attraction

regardless of electrostatic interactions via hydrogen bonding and

van der Waals interactions. There is also a contribution of fric-

tional forces due to the explicit water, which is presumed negli-

gible for comparative purposes. As expected, maximum adhesion

strength of 41.2 nN occurs when both oliogmers are completely

ionized, where each COO� group is aligned with a corresponding

NH3
+ partner. Thus, manipulation of ionization can increase the

adhesion of the polymer complex fivefold, with intermediate

values possible via careful adjustment and control of ionization

combinations. Both extremas (where both PAA and PAH are

either 0% ionization or 100% ionization) are theoretical, as there

is no corresponding pH value to completely protonate or

deprontonate the respective oppositely charged weak poly-

electrolytes, albeit values exceeding 90% ionization for both can

be obtained (Fig. 11). If it were possible to explicitly control the

ionization of each polyelectrolyte in solution, these forces
4186 | Soft Matter, 2010, 6, 4175–4188
represent the theoretical upper and lower bounds of potential

adhesion strength.

Considering known levels of ionization at specific pH levels75

and solution pKa values of 6.5 and 8.5 for PAA and PAH

respectively we can deduce a range of adhesion forces for a given

system. For example, for a pH of approximately 2.0, PAH is

approximately 95%–100% ionized, while PAA is less than 25%

ionized. An approximate range can only be inferred due to the

potential shift of pKa values in a multilayer system.13,15,21,73 For

example, the effective pKa of PAA in the multilayer system with

PAH is about 2.5, however, at a pH 2.0, the ionization is still

below 25%. A more precise correspondence would require the

specification of assembly conditions and solution treatments.

From the results of the simulations, this corresponds to an

adhesion strength on the order of 15–20 nN. Similarly, a pH of

7.0, with approximately 95%–100% PAH ionization and 70%–

90% PAA ionization can be limited a range of approximately 38–

42 nN. Finally, at a pH of 10, the adhesion strength is on the

order of 15 nN. As expected, the adhesion force reaches

a maxima in the region in which the net ionization is greatest

(between 70% and 90% PAA ionization and about 95–100%

PAH ionization).

Consequently, as the actual level of ionization is complex,

precise determination of all possible ionization combinations is

superfluous. However, determination of the relative magnitude

and range of adhesion forces at different pH levels is critical for

the development of potential mechanomutable systems. Using

the known data for ionization levels and adhesion forces, we can

develop an approximate regime of adhesion force as a function of

pH (Fig. 10). The exploration of possible ionization manipula-

tion via environmental controls or assembly procedures can

perhaps extend the accessible strength levels of the current or

other polyelectrolyte systems.
Comparison with experimental results

We find that adhesion strength increases as the net level ioniza-

tion increases. We would likewise expect the highest experi-

mental values to occur at pH levels in which both polyelectrolytes

are significantly ionized. At a pH range of approximately 4.0 to

7.0, there is a net increase in ionization of both the PAA and

PAH (Fig. 11). In contrast, experimental investigations have

shown that the adhesion strength at these pH levels drops

significantly to less than 1.0 nN.11 The observation of this

decrease in attractive forces is not intuitive.

The present study investigates the adhesion properties of

polyelectrolytes after complexation, however, during assembly,

the hydrophobic nature of long chains of PAH and PAA result in

conformational changes as a function of ionization. It has been

proposed that, at high levels of ionization, the polymer segments

are more extended, whereas decreasing the ionization results in

globular regions of aggregated segments.11,15 It is partially for

this reason the thickness of PEM systems can be fine-tuned

according to pH during the assembly process.13,15 A transition

occurs when the charge density drops below a critical value to

maintain a flattened conformation, resulting in clusters of loops

and tails. At high levels of ionization, the entropic penalty for

a flattened conformation is overcome by enthalpic gain of the

PEM system, whereas a decrease in ionization results in
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010



insufficient energy to overcome the loss of configurational

energy.15 Due to the initial configuration of our system, repre-

senting a preformed PEM, this effect is negated and any

conformational changes are essentially eliminated. We empha-

size that the objective of the present study is not to represent

assembly conditions and, similarly, the simulations were not

intended to replicate the entropic and hydrophobic behavior of

larger systems. Rather, the focus is on the interaction between the

functional groups of each polyelectrolyte. The results elucidate

a single characteristic of the entire system and have a twofold

purpose: (1) to contribute to a holistic view of polyelectrolyte

interactions to dissociate distinct behaviors (such as electrostatic

and hydrogen bonding with steric and entropic effects), and; (2)

to provide the quantities required to parameterize multi-scale

coarse-grain representations that will allow the efficient simula-

tion of larger systems to investigate such effects.

In accordance, as the current simulation arrangement focuses

on the functional groups, we can compare the effect of ionization

and pH on the experimental adhesion strength of COOH–NH2

pairings. Previous experimental investigations were conduction

using CFM via a COOH SAM colloidal probe and an NH2 SAM

surface.11 The maximum adhesion strength values occurred in

a pH range of approximate 5.0 to 7.0, when both functional

groups were partially ionized (approximately 70%). As the pH is

decreased from this range, the adhesion strength drops due to

a decreased electrostatic contribution of the weakly ionized

carboxylic acid group, while as pH was increased, low adhesion

forces were subsequently attributed to the decrease in degree of

ionization of the amino group. Although a quantitative

comparison is not possible, the experimental isolation of the

carboxylic acid and amino functional groups resulted in the same

qualitative changes in adhesion strength in the same range of

representative pH values. The effect of such isolation is in

consensus with the separation of the functional groups from

entropic effects in our simulations, by means of relatively short

polyelectrolyte oligomers.

We conclude that the net ionization of oppositely charged

polyelectrolytes serves to increase the adhesion strength when the

polymers are in contact. At larger scales, it is experimentally

shown that there is competition between entropic and steric

effects and adhesion strength, limiting the ability for the align-

ment of charged polyelectrolyte functional groups, which is

further complicated by the complex nature of ionization of weak

polyelectrolytes as a function of environmental conditions. We

thus derive values of the theoretical adhesion strength as

a function of ionization, and find a potential range of strengths

that can be attributed to a pH level. Our SMD simulations at

pulling speeds of 10 m/s have shown a twofold increase in

adhesion strength (from approximately 15 nN to 40 nN) within

attainable pH levels (approximately 2.5 and 7.0, respectively). To

obtain the static adhesion strength, rate dependent investigations

is required as described in Section 3.1. Such results serve to

elucidate the upper- and lower-bounds of the potential adhesion

strengths of tunable PEM system.
Conclusions

An advance in layer-by-layer assembly of polymers producing

ultrathin films and nanocomposites, combined with
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
implementing various constituent polymers and materials, has

resulted in numerous experimental investigations to systemati-

cally probe the behavior and mechanical properties of such

polyelectrolyte multilayer (PEM) systems. The current investi-

gation focuses on two specific polymers, poly(acrylic acid) (PAA)

and poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) due to extensive

experimental study on the interactions between these polymers

and their respective functional groups.

Simulations of such a system can provide an important

complement to experimental techniques as they allow the isola-

tion of relevant behavior. In the present investigation, we probe

the chemical energy landscape that governs the physical strength

and kinetics of the bonding of two polymers. Experimental

requirements to isolate single molecule interactions of such

a system complicates physical measurements, befitting simula-

tion techniques such as steered molecular dynamics that emulate

laboratory processes (such as CFM). Due to the complexity of

the polymer system, we look to methods typically employed in

protein-material investigations – specifically, steered molecular

dynamics (SMD) and Bell Model analysis.

An analysis of the rate dependence on the adhesion force

between polyelectrolytes is motivated by the discrepancy between

the timescales accessible to experimental and simulation results.

The Bell Model is implemented to determine the energy barrier

between two adhered polymers. Our findings of an energy barrier

of approximately 8.6 kcal/mol is within the range for application

of the Bell Model, as well as a reasonable magnitude for the

combination of hydrogen and electrostatic bonding. Such find-

ings provide support for the application of Bell Model analysis

for other polyelectrolyte systems while contributing new insights

into polymer complexation. We further extrapolate our rate

dependence results to determine the static adhesion strength of

PAA/PAH at a corresponding pH. Our value of 8.2 nN is within

close proximity to experimentally determined values of a similar

carboxyl-amine system.

Experimentally, it has also been shown that functional groups

of the polymers under investigation undergo a balance of elec-

trostatic and hydrogen bonding with each other that can result in

adhesion and complexation that varies in strength as a function

of pH. With careful judicious adjustment of the pH during

assembly, the degree of ionization of these polymers can be

altered substantially, thereby making it possible to tune at the

molecular level the structure and properties of the resultant

multilayer composite.13 We simplify the complex nature of pH

dependence on protonation/deprotonation of weak poly-

electrolytes and isolate the effect of ionization on adhesion

strength, and find that electrostatic interactions can serve to

increase the theoretical adhesion strength fivefold (from

approximately 8 nN to 40 nN), whereas physically attainable

levels of ionization decrease this potential range. By theoretically

determining the upper- and lower-bounds of adhesion strength,

experimental investigations can be assisted in attempts to

manipulate tunable properties (such as ionization) to attain

precision engineered PEM systems. The desire for tunable

mechanical properties requires the known behavior at the

atomistic level, including full chemical details, macromolecular

structure, and inter-macromolecular interactions. Experimental

techniques cannot elucidate the mechanistic relation of hierar-

chical multi-scale structures and their resulting properties. This
Soft Matter, 2010, 6, 4175–4188 | 4187



limitation can be overcome by systematically studying polymer

properties and interactions isolated at the atomistic level. The

current findings should be useful in steering experimental and

future simulation efforts in the characterization of poly-

electrolyte multilayer composites, as well as provide a theoretical

rate-dependence framework for other polymer systems. Such an

approach is critical for a fundamental understanding of the

mechanics and mechanisms to be utilized in a new class of

responsive, mechanomutable materials.
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